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Pre-Winter Solstice Call 3 12-15-2018 

 

Greetings, it is I, Metatron.  

 This is just a little touch base to finalize the presentations that will take place in Tuesday’s call. 

So I would like you to ask any questions you may have in relation to the processes or the call in 

general. 

Joe:  I’ve reviewed the calls and think I’m very clear on what you want us to do. When I lead the 

meditation I’m planning on going briefly through the unifying process, bringing us into the 5th 

dimensional consciousness and bringing us into the collective crucible.   

Metatron: We review also after these calls. We review how you are able to process the 

information, how you are able to organize it for presentation. The decision was made at that 

collective level that there wasn’t appropriate time to delve into the Eye of Horus and that is 

something we should possibly review in 2019 because there is a lot more to the Eye of Horus 

than what has previously been known. In the last session, we gave you some ideas about the 

context of each triad; the fourth triad being a communication channel, the third channel being 

an energetic bridging between the physical and the non-physical, the second triad being an 

individual creative triad, and the first triad being the base that holds the Sacred Heart 

consciousness and the collective consciousness. 

The Triadic configurations can be expanded on in various directions and as you are well aware 

of that fourth triad has many components to it.       

Joe. So I would just bring the energy up into the fifth dimensional state, spinning the light and 

the group would enter into the crucible in our Merkaba, one by one. We could possibly visualize 

it as the Flower of Life.     I was going to suggest that as we enter, to notice the contrast 

between the individual consciousness and the collective consciousness. When I introduce the 

Sirians, Pleiadians, Arcturians, Archangels, and Ascended Masters and you. Allow their presence 

to come forward a little bit more into this collective consciousness and feel the Sirian presence 

and to do that likewise with the Pleiadians and the Arturians and everybody else that I 

introduce. When I introduce you, I would ask if you would allow your presence to come forward 

in that collective consciousness and feel the communication coming in from the collective while 

you also deliver your message through Joan. Then at that time, you would come through. Does 

that sound like a plan? 

Metatron: Excellent. I think you have organized that very well and energetically you have taken 

care of all of the points that we asked you to take care of in this meditation. So we are very 

pleased. 
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Joe: I’m very pleased to be a part of it so I don’t know if I have any more questions. Anything 

else to bring to our attention, Metatron. 

Metatron:  Once I enter this call energetically, the energies begin to flow from the level of the 

Lords of Light and we don’t want to disturb that. We want to have this coherent flow through 

each one of us building it and then at the close, ending it on that note of Christ consciousness 

but also as the divine iteration at all levels so I think that will work conceptually, especially in 

your part, Joe, as well as energetically in the things that we are desiring to communicate. 

Joe: So we will just say that after An Ra Ta speaks you can stay in the energy of the call and 

leave the call whenever you are ready. 

John: Joe, I’ll put that in my opening remarks. 

Metatron: In my opening remarks I will address the fact that this solstice marks the opening of 

the winter quarter of introspection. And even though that comes right before your great 

celebration of Christmas and New Year, you can still adhere to your daily practice. You can still 

have a meditation process that you will individually commit to the first thing in the morning or 

the last thing in the evening and that will then set the stage further for you to enter into this 

time of silence after the New Year. So it doesn’t have to be as restrictive, shall we say, the 

silence, because you will be in this celebration of Christ consciousness which is equally 

important. So it is important that you realize that as of the 21st, they will enter into that time of 

silence to a degree. It will before the first of the year, they will have already entered that 

introspection to some degree. There is a learning process that can be gained in this in that you 

can still be in a celebratory space, but yet still adhere to moments of introspection and self-

observance simultaneously. Your consciousness does not necessarily have to be one or the 

other in a divided way. So this will be a learning process. Do you have anything to add to that? 

Joe: No. 

Metatron. 

Up until this year when the consciousness of this group has really been accelerated, it was a 

separated state. This is my physical life and this is what I am doing now and this is my private 

meditation time where that can all be present and working as a unit simultaneously so that you, 

in your day to day life operate from that divine individual state of consciousness and are aware 

of it. So it’s in developing the awareness of that individual and more refined level that these 

three months is designed to do. 

Joe: So, for example, Wednesday, the day after our teaching call when we integrated the sixth 

dimensional template into our body a little deeper, we had an all employees meeting and at the 

end of year, it’s to celebrate and management points out all of our accomplishments. And I was 

sitting there just feeling that 6th dimensional template just radiate out and I wasn’t trying to do 

anything, I just noticed it and it was just happening… I it was just very enjoyable. 
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Joe: I do see an opportunity to follow that nudge of the Eye of Horus and we’ve been practicing. 

And there is something that they want me to do before the end of the year. So if I have the call 

Wednesday and say that there will be another call before the end of the year 

Metatron: Well, if that is your guidance from Yeshua and that’s where that guidance came from 

because when he was embodied as Yeshua, he used the Eye of Horus in ways that you cannot 

imagine. So if you feel that that is appropriate.  

Now, let me say that this is a time of introspection. It is not about engaging with the collective 

consciousness of humanity or any other part of the collective consciousness. This is about your 

exploration about who you are and how you operate in the world and what the components 

are of you at the Soul/Spirit level. Retrieve the memory codes, to retrieve some of those 

memories of who you are at that more masterful level. Each one of these individuals in Seating 

of the Divine has operated in a body in different dimensional states, much more refined states. 

Many of these individuals had difficulties coming into a 3rd dimensional state of consciousness 

because they could not remember what they felt they needed, a skillset that they needed and 

so they have found this embodiment very challenging. However, the reason for this 

embodiment is to now set the template, if you will, about a very valuable beginning of the 

ascension process for humanity who have not reached any level of ascension. So that is why 

this group has been so valuable because all along we have told you, you embody it in your body 

and therefore it affects the collective consciousness of humanity. 

Joe: I wonder if we are complete here if we could ask Yeshua to come forth and perhaps he can 

clarify what he is asking 

Session with Metatron closes. 

 


